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Let g be a finite dimensional complex simple Lie algebra and 2 the associated 
affine Lie algebra. Let V be a finite dimensional irreducible g-module and X an 
integrable highest weight &module. We show that the tensor product of X with the 
space L(V) of loops in V is reducible if the highest weight of X is “large” compared 
with that of V. (This complements the result of a previous paper in which we 
showed that the tensor product is irreducible if the highest weight of A’ is “smali” 
compared with that of V.) The proof makes use of a Lie superalgebra constructed 
from t and V. ‘c IWO Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The unitary representations of afline Lie algebras are important in many 
areas of Mathematics and Physics. The well-known examples are: 
(a) the standard modules X(A), with dominant integral highest 
weight 2, 
(b) the duals of standard modules, and 
(c) the loop modules L(V), the space of trigonometric polynomial 
maps S’ + V, where V is a finite-dimensional unitary representation of the 
underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra. 
It is proved in [l, 21 that every irreducible, unitary representation of an 
aftine Lie algebra with finite-dimensional weight spaces is of one of the 
above types, except that one must also include certain loop modules “with 
parameters” (set Section 1 for the definition). 
To construct unitary representations with infinite-dimensional weight 
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spaces, it is natural to consider tensor products. It was proved in [3] that 
the tensor product of a standard module and a loop module is irreducible 
in at least “half” the possible cases. To state the precise result, let g be the 
(non-twisted) affine Lie algebra in question, so that 2 is a one-dimensional 
central extension of the loop algebra L(g) of a finite-dimensional complex 
simple Lie algebra g: 
Let V(p) be the irreducible g-module with highest weight p, and let o be 
the element of maximal length in the Weyl group of g. 
THEOREM A [3]. The tensor product X(i)@ L( V(p)) is an irreducible 
represenfation of 2 whenever 
A(C) + i(c -h) <p(h) 
or 
i(c) + i(h) < -p(o(h)) 
for some positive co-root h of g. 
However, we were unable to decide, by the methods of [3], the 
irreducibility of X(%) @ L( V(p)) in general; in fact, it was not known 
whether or not the tensor product is always irreducible. In this paper, we 
shall settle that question by proving a partial converse to Theorem A. The 
full statement may be found in Section 3 but a special case is the following. 
Let 0 be the highest co-root of g and D( V(p)) the Dynkin index of the 
representation V(p). 
THEOREM B. The tensor product X(1.) 0 t( V(p)) is reducible if 
i(c - 0) 2 D( V(p)). 
The Dynkin index D(V) of a g-module V is the positive integer given by 
D(V)= 
trace form of V 
basic form on g’ 
where the basic form ( , ) is determined by (0, 0) = 2. It is related to the 
value of the Casimir operator 52(V) acting on V, 
D(V)= 
2Q( V) . dim( V) . Cox( g) 
dim(g) ’ 
where Cox(g) is the dual Coxeter number of g. 
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The proof of Theorem B makes use of a family of infinite-dimensional 
Lie superalgebras described in Section 1. For any finite-dimensionai 
g-module F which admits a non-degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear 
form ( , ), we dctine a Lie superalgebra g,,JF) whose even part is 5, whose 
odd part is the loop space L,,,,(F)= t’“C’[t, t ‘1 OF, and in which 
the bracket L,,,(F)@ L,,,(F) -+ 2 is given by 
f,(t)Ol;(t)-)ResiducI,=,, (l‘,(t),fAt)).(.. (*) 
In the special case when F is the adjoint representation of g, the Lie super- 
algebra g,;*(F) was introduced by Kac and Todorov [43. Many of our 
constru&ons are analogues of theirs. 
In Section 2 we construct a representation of i,!*(F) on the Fock space 
9 associated to L,,,(F) with its bilinear form (*r By composing the action 
of 8 on L,,,(F) with the spin representation of the orthogonal Lie algebra 
of L,;,(F), we obtain a representation of ff on 9, called minimal in [4] for 
the special case F = g. 
More generally we show in Section 3 that the tensor product X(q)@9, 
for any unitary standard g-module X(q), can be made into a unitary 
representation of i,JF); the odd part of the superalgebra cts only on 9 
(by a scalar mult$e of its natural action) a,nd the action of the even part 
is the usual tensor product action. 
The &submodule of X(q)@5 generated by the tensor product of the 
highest-weight vectors in X(q) and 9 is X(q +D(F)i.,), where 3., is the 
highest weight of the basic representation of 8. The action of L,,,,(F) on the 
module induces a non-zero map of &modules 
X(~+D(F)i.,)OLI:2(F)-‘X(~)0.~. (**) 
To prove Theorem B we take F= V(p) 0 V(p)* the bilinear form being 
given by the natural pairing between V(p) and its dual. The restriction of 
the map in (**) to X(q+D( V(~))&)@ L,:,( V(p)) is non-zero, and the 
theorem follows by noting that the derivation r(d/dt) acts on the right-hand 
side of (**) with spectrum bounded above and on the left-hand side with 
unbounded spectrum. 
1. THE LIE SUPERALGEBRAS g,,(F) 
Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra and !I a Cartan 
subalgebra of g. Fix a set A +- of positive roots of (g, 4) and let II be the 
corresponding set of simple roots. This determines a triangular decomposi- 
tion 
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of g, where the subalgebras _n’ are defined by 
and g’ is the r-root space of g. Let cr’ denote the co-root corresponding to 
the root a of g and denote by 
P+ = {PLED* :p(di)~Z+ for i= 1, . . . . n} 
the set of dominant integral weights of g (2, denotes the non-negative 
integers). Let 0 be the highest root of i and let ( , ) be the invariant 
bilinear form on g such that (0,6) = 2. - 
A representation of g is said to have highest weight .n oh* if it is 
generated by a vector wicalled the highest weight vector, such that 
_n’ . w = 0, h . w = pi for all h E b. (1.1) 
For each p E h* there is, up to isomorphism, a unique irreducible represen- 
tation V(p) with highest weight ~1. The finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of g are precisely the V(p) with p E P +. 
Fix a compact real form _k of g and let 0 be the conjugation with respect 
to &: 
a( x + iy ) = x - iy, x. ye&. (1.2) 
A representation W of g is said to be unitary (with respect to _k) if W 
admits a positive-definite Hermitian form H(, ) such that 
H(x.w,, wz)= -H(w,, (T(x)*wJ, w,, WZE w, xeg. (1.3) 
The unitary representations of g are just the direct sums of linite- 
dimensional representations. - 
The affinc Lie algebra 2 associated to g is defined as follows. Let 
L = C[t, f -‘I be the algebra of Laurent polynomials and L(g) = L @ .g 
the loop algebra of g; the Lie algebra structure on L(g) ys given by 
pointwise operations, thinking of an element of L(g) as a map C* + g. The 
derivation t(d/dr) of L extends to a derivation of l(g) which acts t&ially 
on g. Then j is the semi-direct product 
g=(L(g)@c.c)&ki, 
where c is central and the cocycle defining the central extension 
L(g)@C.c is 
The subalgebra 
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is maximal abelian in g and fi= {SC,, CL,) .. . . a,} is a set of simple roots of 
(2,6), where a,, = 6 ---8 and 6 E k* vanishes on h @ C. c and satisfies 
6(d) = 1. The corresponding triangular decomposition of 2 is 
where S’ =_n’@(r”C[t”])@g). Set 
P = {j-E&* :3.(ji,)~Z, for i=O, 1, . . . . rz}. 
The highest weight representations of 2 are defined in the same way as 
those of g (1.1) but replacing h, _n T by b, ti +, respectively. For any 1 E b* 
there is a unique irreducible representation X(1.) of 2 with highest weight 
I.. The compact real form _k of g determines a real form & of 2 given by 
&=(L(_k)@iR.c) 6 iR.d, 
where L(k) = ( f~ L(g) : f(S ‘) c k }. A representation W of g is said to be 
unitary if the obvious analogues of Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) hold. The first 
examples of unitary representations of 2 arc described in the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION (1.4). Fix j.Eb. There exists a unitary representation of i 
with highest weight i. if and only if i E P-) . In this case, X(i) is, up ty) 
isomorphism, the unique such representation. 
Note that, in particular, any unitary highest weight representation of g 
is irreducible. 
The other examples of unitary representations that we need to describe 
are the loop modules. Let W be a representation of g and fix a complex 
number c; then the loop space L,(W) = t”C[t, t- ‘I@ I%’ is a representation 
of g, where L(g) acts on L,:(W) in the obvious way, c acts trivially, and d 
acts as t(d/dt). Note that changing c does not change L,(W) as a represen- 
tation of L(g) @ C . c. 
PROPOSITION (1.5). The loop space L,(W) is un irreducible i-module if 
and only if W is un irreducible g-module. Moreover, L,:(W) is unitary for d 
if and only of W is unitary for i and I: E R. 
Thus, every unitary loop module L,(W) is a direct sum of loop modules 
of the form L,(V(p)) with PEP’. 
More generally, there are loop modules “with parameters,” defined as 
follows. Let k be a positive integer, let a,, . . . . uk be non-zero complex 
numbers, and let w, 9 ,.., w, be irreducible g-modules. Then, 
L,:( W, 0 ... 0 W,) is an irreducible representation bf L(g@ . . . @ g); 
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pulling back this representation by the homomorphism I,(g) + 
L(g @ ... @ g) given by f(t) I--+ (J‘(u, t), . . . . .f(a,t)) gives a representation 
L,,(W) of L(g). This representation is unitary if and only if W,, . . . . W, are 
all’ unitary representations of g and the complex numbers a,, . . . . a, all have 
the same absolute value: a d&cussion of the conditions under which they 
are irreducible can be found in [2]. 
We can now define the Lit superalgebras mentioned in the Introduction. 
Recall that a Lie superalgebra is a Z,-graded vector space 
such that a, is a Lie algebra and g, is an a,,-module. Further, there is a 
symmetric homomorphism cl, @a, 4 a, of @,-modules, written X@JJ + 
[x, J)], such that 
[y,z]~x+[z,x]~y+[x,y]~z=o (1.6) 
for all x, y, z E a,, where the dot denotes the action of _a, on a,. 
For E = 0 or l/2, and for any finite-dimensional representation F of g 
which admits a symmetric invariant bilinear form ( , ), we define a 
Z,-graded vector space g,(F) as 
&(Fh = & f,(F), = L(F). 
Define a homomorphism of &modules L,(F)@ L,,(F) -+ g by 
[fu, Pw] =6,+,$(0, w).c, (1.7) 
for r, s E 2 + E, II, w E F. The following result is easily checked. 
PROPOSITION (1.8). The action of‘ 6 on L,(F) described above and the 
brucket (1.7) define a Lie superalgehru~structure on g,(F). 
2. THE F~CK REPRESENTATION OF g,(F) AND SUPERSYMMETRIZATION 
In this section we construct an interesting unitary representation of 
g,(F). As a space, it is essentially the spin representation of the orthogonal 
Lie algebra of L,(F) associated to the bilinear form defined by (1.7). As 
motivation, we begin by recalling the construction of the finite-dimensional 
spin representation. See [S, Chap. 121 for a more detailed treatment. 
Let V be a complex vector space of even dimension and suppose that ( , ) 
is a non-degenerate complex bilinear form on V. Then, the Clifford algebra, 
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Cliff(Y), of V associated to ( , ) is the associative algebra over C generated 
by V subject to the relations 
u,u,+c,u, =2(L’,, t:z): c,, U*E v, 
Suppose now that I/ has a real structure, i.e., a conjugate linear involu- 
tion V-+ V, we shall write this simply as conjugation, 2; -+ 6. Assume also 
that the Hermitian form 
H(c, ) u2) = (U,) 62) 
is positive-definite. 
Let W be a maximal isotropic subspace of V relative to the bilinear form 
( , ); then w is also maximal isotropic, we have 
and the bilinear form ( , ) induces a non-degenerate pairing between Wand 
@‘. The Clifford algebra acts on the exterior algebra A ( W) as follows. Tt 
suflices to define the action of W and F, the action of W is by exterior 
multiplication and that of w is characterized by the conditions 
G.(w A ()=(W, w)5-w A (tC.9) 
for WE @, < E A ( W). One checks that this does indeed define an action 
of Cliff(V), and that the actions of )V and 5 are adjoint relative to the 
Hermitian form H: 
ww.5,q)=wLw.q), w E w, t, ‘1 E A ( W). (2.1) 
To obtain the spin representation one observes that the orthogonal Lie 
algebra o(V) of the bilinear form ( , ) is a subalgebra of ClifT( V), regarded 
as a Lie algebra. One identifies o(V) with A2 (V) and maps A2 (V) into 
Cliff(V) by u, A GUI-+ (lj2)(1;,c,-o,~,). We shall write down an explicit 
formula for the embedding o(V) c Cliff( V) for later use. Let { w, , . . . . IV,,} be 
an orthonormal basis of W relative to H; then A EO( V) maps to the 
clement 
{(w,, A@,) WjWk + (M’,, AWk) W,GkJ (2.2) 
of CMf( V). Observe that (2.1) implies that the spin representation is 
unitary for the real form of o(V) defined by the conjugation on V (namely 
those A E o( V) such that A(c) = A(C) for all o E V). 
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Suppose linally that a Lie algebra g acts on V preserving the bilinear 
form ( , ). Composing the homomorphism ~1 + o( V) with the spin represen- 
tation gives a representation of _u on A (IV), which we shall denote by 
spin(V). 
As a special case which we shall need later, suppose that the action of ~1 
preserves the decomposition 
v= WQ Iv. 
Then, as a representation of g, spin( V) is simply the exterior algebra A ( W). 
We now pass to the infinite-dimensional case. Let V(p) be a finite dimen- 
sional g-module with highest weight PEP ’ and set 
F= V(p)Q V(p)*. 
The canonical pairing between V(p) and its dual defines a symmetric 
bilinear form on F which extends to a form on L,(F) by setting 
(K,, gz)=ResI,=clkl(f)~ gz(t)), !?I, h&(g). (2.3) 
Fix an g-invariant Hermitian form on V(p); this defines an isomorphism 
V(p) 2 V(p)*, and hence a conjugation on F which extends to L,:(F) by 
If we set 
if a=; 
if c=O, (2.4) 
where L, (F) = span{ t”f, n < 0, f‘~ F}, then we are formally in the situation 
of the finite-dimensional case. The affine Lie algebra g acts on L,(F) 
preserving its bilinear form and so WC ought to get an action of ff on 
A ( W,:), which we shall denote by .Fc from now on. Let u’, i= 1, . . . . y, be an 
orthonormal basis of V(p) and (ui‘} the dual basis of V(,u)*. Then 
(01, ofi= 1, . . . . y: YEZ+E} is a basis of L,(F), where for any f EF, 
r EZ+ I:, we set t’f = f,. The formula (2.2) suggests that an element 
x,, = t”x E L( g) should act on .e: as the element 
’ c 4 i.,= I...., q z~i’(xcj)(ui ,I(:, ”- <*,u;+J. rtZ+t; 
(2.5) 
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To make sense of this, observe that any element of 3$ is annihilated by the 
I.:. and the I$* for all sufficiently large r. The “renormalized” expression 
; i ( c + c ) d*(xu’)(d $j*+ n- u”,c:, .) (2.6) 
r./=l r2lJ r-T -!I 
therefore makes sense as an operator on .E. Passing from (2.5) to (2.6) 
formally involves subtracting an infinite multiple of the unit in Cliff(V), a 
familiar feature of renormalization. 
One must now check that (2.6) does define an action of jj on cq,; as a 
result of the renormalization, the center acts non-trivially and we have 
THEOREM (2.7). The expression (2.6) defines a unitary action of d with 
central churge the Dynkin index D( V(p)). Further (2.6), together with the 
CliJ;rrd action of L,(F) on -q, defines a representation of‘ the Lie super- 
ulgehra g,(F) on .“FE (the grading on SE is giz;en by the even und odd elements 
of the e.iterior algebra). 
Proof: We first check that the relation 
IL%) Ii;] = (XEk)n+m 
is satisfied. Using (2.6) the left-hand side is equal to 
;,i (lx+ q 
VqXuqut~,C~*i.n - Lf’t.;,,, u”,]. (2.8) 
1, .I = I r20 r> --n 
One finds that the bracket [ ) ] is equal to 28, times 
Summ,ng th,s Over r > (ybPbel rJ4 r + 6, r.d+n. 
, 
20’ ,1 I ,,I if n+mQO and m>,O 
D’ “,??I if n+m>Oand m>O 
c’ n+tTl if n+m<O and m<O 
0 if n+m>O and m<O. 
Similarly, the sum over r > -n gives 
0 if n+m<O and m>,O 
t.i 
n+tR if n+m>O and m>,O 
U’ n + nr if n+m<O and m<O 
242 , m if n+m>O and m<O. 
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Adding we find that the expression (2.8) is equal to 
i U’(XU~)U~,.,., = (Xuk),+m, 
i- I 
as desired. 
The bracket [x,,, yn,] can be computed by expressing yn, (say) in the 
form (2.6) and then using the first part of the proof. We omit the details. 
The result is 
Since tr,,&xy) is D( V(p)) times the inner product (x, y) in the basic 
form ( , ), the central charge is D( V(p)). 
The unitarity follows by the same argument as in the finite-dimensional 
case. One need only observe that conjugation on $ with respect o the com- 
pact real form k is compatible with that induced by the conjugation on 
L,:(F): this is the statement hat L,:(F) is a unitary representation of 2 with 
respect o k. 
We now establish a correspondence between standard modules X(q) for 
.@ and representations X,(q) of g,(F). We think of X,(q) as a “supersym- 
metrized” version of X(q); as a space X,(q) = X(q)@.%. The action of 2 is 
- the usual tensor product action, and the action of L,(F) is given by 
where x E L,(F), L; E X(q),.f, E z, and xfC is the usual Clifford action of x 
on f,. The following result is clear. 
PROPOSITION (2.9). X,(q) is a representation of 2 which is unitary jbr the 
compact real form g of 6. 
We now identify certain irreducible g-submodules of eF and of X,(q). Let 
i., E b* be defined by 
j.“(c) = 1, i()( d) = 0, 1, I ,* = 0. 
PROPOSITION (2.10). As a representation of 2, the Fock space PC contains 
a copy of the standard module 
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where v is any highest weight of the g-module A (V(p)), and v is extended 
to 6* by setting v(c) = v(d) = 0. 
Proof. If E = l/2, it is clear from (2.6) that x, . 1 = 0 for all n > 0, x E g. 
Theorem (2.7) now implies that the submodule generated by the vacuum 
vector is isomorphic to X(D( V(p))&). 
In the case E = 0, the Fock space .E, regarded as a g-module, contains 
a copy of spin( V(p) @ V(p)*) 2 A (V(p)) in the zero eigenspace of d. If v is 
any highest weight for g in A (V(p)), the corresponding highest weight 
vector is annihilated by fi +. Thus the corresponding @submodule is 
isomorphic to X(D( V(p)) i, + v), where v E h* is extended To b* by setting 
V(C) = v(rl) = 0. This proves the proposition. 
COROLLARY (2.11). The module X,(n) contains a copy of the g-module 
x = 
1 
x(vl+~(v(P))~-o+v) if c:=o 
c 
NV + D( V(P)) &) if’ &=;. 
3. REDUCIBILITY OF X(i)@ L( V(p)) 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let V(p) be a finite-dimensional representation of g (so 
that p E Pi), let L( V(u)) be the associuted loop module for g, und let Xc;.), 
with i. E P + , he a standard g-module. Then the tensor product g-module 
X(i) @ L( V(p)) is reducible ifeither 
or 
for some highest weight v of A (V(p)). 
ProoJ Fix q E p+ and let v be any highest weight of spin(F). The 
g-submodule of X,(q) generated by its highest weight vector v,(q) is, by 
Corollary (2.11) a copy of the standard module 
Nv+mv(P))~“+v!) if r:=O 
X(v + DC V(P)) GJ if E=+. 
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The action of the odd part L,(F) of g,(F) on X,,(q) restricts to a 
homomorphism of &modules 
xc0 L(F) -+ X,(tl). 
Tn particular we have a homomorphism 
71: X,@L(V(P)) --j Xc(v). 
The map 7~ is non-zero. For, let G” be the highest weight vector in V(p) 
and consider 
Choose up* E V(U)* such that uP*(cP) #O. Then, since I$‘*. o,:(q) =O, we 
have 
c’ . (c” ,;. u,(q)) = U”‘(C~) q(q), 
which is not zero since the central charge z of X,: is positive. 
The map 7~ is not injective, since the derivation d acts on X,(q) with 
spectrum bounded above, and on X,@L,( V(p)) with unbounded spec- 
trum. 
It follows that X,:0 L,( V(p)) is reducible. If E = 0 we have the second 
statement of the theorem. If E = l/2 WC have proved that X0.) 0 L,;,( V(p)) 
is reducible whenever the first condition is satisfied. This implies the result 
stated, since this module is obtained from X(jb)@ L( V(p)) by tensoring 
with a one-dimensional representation of the abelian Lie algebra C-d. 
Theorem 3.1 is easily extended to the case of loop modules with 
parameters. Let F(E (P’ )k, GE (C*)k, keN, and let L,( V(p)) be the 
representation of i(s) obtained by pulling back the representation L( V(p)) 
of L( g@ ... $ g) by the homomorphism L(g) -+ L(JJ@ ... 0 g) given by 
f(r)-t(J(a,t), . . . . f(akt)). Let j;EP. 




for some highest weight v qf A( V(p)); here, V(p) is the g-module 
UP,)@ ... 0 V(p.4). 
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Proc$ In the constructions of Section 2, replace g by g 0 . .. 0 g 
(li copies) and V(p) by V(p). 
The Lie superalgebra g,:z(F) has an obvious triangular decomposition 
where 
(cf. (2.4)) and the subalgebra 4 is maximal abelian in g,.,(F). For any 
iES*, one can define the Verma module M(j., F); it is generated by a 
vector of weight i which is annihilated by E:,?(F) and on which e;,(F) 
acts freely. It is clear that M(i., F) contains a copy of the highest weight 
Verma module M(R) for 2. The proof of Theorem 3.1 now gives the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION (3.3). Let MO.) be the Verma module .for 2 with highest 
weight 3. E b*. and let V(p) be the irreducible g-module with highest weight 
p E h*. Then the tensor product M(i.) @ L( V(p)j is a reducible representation 
of g. 
Remarks. 1. The first condition in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to 
i.(c - 8) b D( V(p)), 
for id P’. 
2. We do not know how to decompose the representation A (V(p)) 
in general. However, V(p) always occurs in the decomposition and so we 
may take v = p in the second part of the theorem. 
3. As a specific example, consider the case g = sl,, V(p) = V(n), the 
(n + 1)-dimensional representation of ~1~. Then,- by Remark 1, X(i)@ 
L( V(n)) is reducible whenever 
i(c - h) 2 $(n + 1 )(n + 2), 
where h = (I is the positive co-root of ~1,. The reducibility is not affected if 
we twist the representation by the non-trivia1 diagram automorphism 01 
d,; this has the effect of interchanging h and c-11 and shows that 
X(;.) 0 L( V(n)) is also reducible whenever 
I.(h) >, $(n + l)(n + 2). 
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On the other hand, Theorem A shows that the tensor product is irreducible 
whenever 
i(c) + i.(c -h) < n 
or 
i(c) + I.(h) < n. 
These results are illustrated in Fig. I, which shows the known regions of 
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